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ABSTRACT
Provisioning reliable network services for mobile users in a mobile

edge computing environment is the top priority for most network

service providers, as unreliable or severely failed services will re-

sult in tremendous loss on their revenues and consumers. In this

paper, we study a novel service reliability augmentation problem in

a Mobile Edge-Cloud (MEC) network, where mobile users request

various network services through issuing requests with service

function chain (SFC) requirements and reliability expectations, and

an admitted request may not meet its reliability expectation ini-

tially. To enhance its service reliability to reach its expectation, it

is a common practice to make use of redundant backups, that is to

place redundant VNF instances of each Virtual Network Function

(VNF) in its SFC in case its primary VNF instance fails. In this pa-

per, we aim to augment the reliability of each admitted request as

much as possible with the ultimate objective to reach its reliability

expectation, subject to computing capacity on each cloudlet in the

network. To this end, we first formulate a novel service reliability

augmentation problem. We then deal with the problem for the ad-

mitted request under the assumption that all the secondary VNF

instances of each primary VNF instance in its SFC must be placed

into the cloudlets no more than l hops from the cloudlet of the

primary VNF instance, where 1 ≤ l ≤ n − 1 and n is the number

of cloudlets in the network, for which we propose an integer lin-

ear program (ILP) solution, and develop a randomized algorithm

with a provable approximation ratio while a moderate resource

constraint violation. We also devise an efficient heuristic algorithm

for the problem without any resource constraint violation. We fi-

nally evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms through

experimental simulations. Experimental results demonstrate that

the proposed algorithms are promising, and their empirical results

are superior to their analytical counterparts.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Mobile Edge Comput-

ing (MEC) have been envisioned as key enabling technologies to

support delay-sensitive applications in smart cities, IoTs, and in-

telligent transportation. NFV decouples network functions from

dedicated hardware - middleboxes, leading to significant cost reduc-

tion in network service provisioning. Network service providers

provide mobile users with low-latency, highly reliable network

services through the placement of VNFs to cloudlets in an MEC

network to meet user service demands with service function chain

(SFC) and reliability expectation requirements. Due to the chaining

nature and distributed placement of VNF instances, the failure of

any single VNF instance in a chain will heavily affect the normal op-

eration of a service, and will result in serious data loss and resource

waste.

In this paper, we consider reliability-aware network services pro-

visioning in an MEC environment, where each mobile user issues

a network service request with an SFC enforcement and a given

reliability expectation. To improve user experience on the use of

the virtualized services while meeting their reliability expectations

ultimately, the deployment of redundant VNF instances is a com-

mon choice, by placing multiple redundant VNF instances for each

network function in the SFC to different cloudlets. We distinguish

between the single primary VNF instance and one or multiple sec-

ondary VNF instances for each network function [8]: the former

is an active VNF instance while the latter are idle ones until the

primary one fails. Consider limited resources in an MEC network,

how to augment the reliability of an admitted request poses great

challenges. For example, how many secondary VNF instances of
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each primary VNF instance in the service chain of a request need

be instantiated? and to which cloudlets will these VNF instances

be placed?

The novelties of the work in this paper lie in the formulation of

a novel service reliability augmentation problem of each admitted

request with a service function chain enforcement and a given

reliability expectation in an MEC environment. We devise a non-

trivial integer linear program solution and the very first randomized

algorithm for the problem.

The main contributions of this paper are presented as follows.

• We formulate a novel service reliability augmentation prob-

lem for an admitted request with SFC and reliability expec-

tation requirements in an MEC network, and show that the

problem is NP-hard.

• We propose a non-trivial integer linear program (ILP) solu-

tion to the service reliability augmentation problem, under

the assumption that all secondary VNF instances of each

primary VNF instance must be placed into the cloudlets no

more than l hops from the cloudlet of the primary VNF in-

stance, where l is fixed with 1 ≤ l ≤ |V | − 1. The value of l
is used to control the latency of updating its secondary VNF

states if there is any update on a primary VNF instance.

• We develop a randomized algorithm with a provable approx-

imation ratio for the problem with high probability through

linear relaxation on the ILP. However this is achieved at the

expense of moderate violations of computing capacities on

cloudlets.

• We devise an efficient heuristic algorithm for the service

reliability augmentation problem without any resource vi-

olations, through a series of reductions of the problem to

minimum-cost maximum matching problems in auxiliary

graphs.

• We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms

through experimental simulations, and the experimental re-

sults demonstrate that the proposed algorithms are promis-

ing and outperform their analytical counterparts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sum-

marizes the related work of reliable service function provisioning.

Section 3 introduces notions, notations, and the problem definitions.

The NP-hardness of the problems is also shown in this section. Sec-

tion 4 formulates an ILP solution for the service reliability augmen-

tation problem. Section 5 develops a randomized approximation

algorithm and Section 6 devises an efficient heuristic algorithm for

the problem. Section 7 evaluates the proposed algorithms empiri-

cally, and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
There are intensive efforts on the reliability (or availability) of VNF

provisioning in data-center networks and MEC networks in the

past several years, and a recent survey on this topic is given by

Han et al. [8]. For example, Fan et. al [5, 6] studied the availability

issue of service function chains. They proposed heuristic algorithms

that map SFCs to servers in data center networks with the aim of

minimizing the amounts of on-site and off-site backups required,

in order to meet the given availability requirements. Fan et al. [7]
considered the reliable-SFC instance service providing in a data

center network, where there are sufficient computing resource for

VNF instance placement, and all VNF instances (both primary and

secondary VNF instances) of a function service chain is consolidated

into a single server. Qu et. al [17] jointly considered the availability

and delay constraints in the backup resource allocation problem

of SFC with an objective to minimize the amount of bandwidth

resource needed in a data center network, and they later extended

their work by allowing the sharing of VNF instances in [18]. Ding et
al. [3] formulated how to calculate VNF placement availability when

at most one backup chain is allowed. They proposed a heuristic

to find the backup SFCs with the minimum cost such that the

accumulative availability for each request is met. Aidi et al. [1]
proposed a framework to efficiently manage survivability of service

function chains and the backup VNFs, with the aim to determine

both the minimum number and optimal locations of backup VNFs

to protect service function chains. They proposed heuristics for the

problem.

There are also several works focusing on robust service pro-

visioning in MEC, where each request has only a single service

function rather than a service function chain requirement. For ex-

ample, Huang et al. [11] studied the robust network function service
provisioning in MEC environments, for which they developed ap-

proximation algorithms for primary and secondary VNF instance

placements among MEC cloudlets. Under an ideal assumption that

both network function and server failure probabilities are given,

the backup VNF instances of any function should be placed into the

same server, and all different functions have the same computing re-

source demands. He et al. [9] considered the assignment of backup

VNF instances to different servers such that the maximum failure

probability of the functions is minimized, and they provided two

heuristic algorithms for the problem. Li et al. [12, 13] investigated
the VNF instance placement of dynamic requests with a single

VNF request with the aim to meet individual requests’ reliability

requirements. They devised an online algorithm with a constant

competitive ratio for the problem when all VNF instances of the

VNF of an admitted request are consolidated into a single cloudlet.

However, they assumed that the primary and backup VNF instances

can be placed to any cloudlets as long as there are sufficient comput-

ing resources in these cloudlets to accommodate the VNF instances.

However, all of the mentioned studies focused on requests with a

single VNF service, not a service function chain that consists of

multiple different VNFs, and none of the studies has ever consid-

ered the service reliability augmentation issue on admitted requests

through the placement of redundant VNF instances to different

cloudlets. Lin et al. [14] recently studied the primary and backup

VNF instance placement for a service chain in an MEC to meet the

specified reliability requirement of each request, for which they

proposed an randomized algorithm and a heuristic algorithm. How-

ever, they assumed that the primary and backup VNF instances can

be placed to any cloudlets as long as there are sufficient computing

resources in the cloudlets to accommodate the VNF instances.

Unlike the aforementioned studies that either conducted in dat-

acenter networks or MEC networks, in this paper we study the

provisioning of reliable virtualized network services through im-

proving the service reliability. We focus on the service reliability

augmentation problem of an admitted request through redundant

VNF instance placement of different network functions, subject to
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the computing capacity on each cloudlet, under a more realistic

assumption that the redundant VNF instances can only be placed

into the cloudlets no more than l-hops from the cloudlets of their

primary VNF instances in the SFC with l = 1, . . . , |V | − 1.

3 SYSTEM MODEL
Consider that the MEC network is an undirected graph G = (V ,E),
where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of links between nodes.

Each node v ∈ V is an Access Points (APs), which may or may not

be co-located with a cloudlet. If it is co-located with a cloudlet, the

computing capacity of the cloudlet isCv > 0, otherwise, its comput-

ing capacityCv = 0. Let Nl (v) be the l-neighbor set of nodev inG ,
whereNl (v) = {u | the distance between u and v is no greater than

l hops inG} with 1 ≤ l ≤ |V | − 1. Denote by N+l (v) = Nl (v) ∪ {v}.

3.1 Request admission and its reliability utility
function

Let SFCj of request j consists of Lj different network functions

f1, f2, . . . , fLj in order, where the reliability of any VNF instance of

network function fi is a given value ri with 0 < ri ≤ 1. Assuming

that request j has been admitted, all the primary VNF instances of

its SFCj have been placed, and the reliability Π
Lj
l=1rl of the placed

SFCj may or may not be less than the reliability expectation ρ j
of request j. If the achieved reliability is strictly less than ρ j , then
we aim to augment its reliability as much as possible to reach

the goal ρ j , subject to the computing resource capacity on each

cloudlet inG . Note that such a goal may never be reached due to the

lack of demanded computing resource in the MEC network. In the

following we show how to calculate the reliability of an admitted

request j.
Let Ri be the reliability of function fi in SFCj by placing numer-

ous its VNF instances (both primary and secondary VNF instances)

to cloudlets. The calculation of Ri is as follows.
Assuming that there are ni VNF instances of function fi ∈ F in-

stantiated in p cloudlets with 1 ≤ p ≤ ni , and let ri,1, ri,2, . . . , ri,ni
be their reliabilities in these cloudlets, respectively. The accumula-

tive reliability Ri of fi then is

Ri = 1 − Πni
l=1(1 − ri,l ). (1)

For the sake of convenience, in the rest of discussion, we assume

that ri,l = ri for all l with 1 ≤ l ≤ ni , i.e., the reliability of a

VNF instance of fi placed at different cloudlets is identical. This

assumption has been widely adopted in literature [5, 6, 9, 11].

Through the placement of both primary and secondary VNF

instances of each network function in SFCj , the reliability uj of

request j is uj = Π
Lj
i=1Ri .

To ensure that the reliability expectation ρ j of request j can be

achieved if there are sufficient resources in MEC, we have Π
Lj
i=1Ri ≥

ρ j , which can be equivalently written as follows.

−

Lj∑
i=1

logRi ≤ − log ρ j . (2)

In other words, if ρ j is not achievable due to lack of computing

resource on each cloudlet inG , we aim to maximize the value of uj ,

or minimize the value of − loguj = −
∑Lj
i=1 logRi .

3.2 Problem definition
Given an MEC networkG(V ,E), each cloudlet v ∈ V has a comput-

ing capacityCv , and the set of network functionsF = { f1, f2, . . . , f |F |},
each function fi ∈ F needs c(fi ) computing resource for its imple-

mentation in a VM with 1 ≤ i ≤ |F |. Let ri be the reliability of fi
in any cloudlet v ∈ V with 0 < ri ≤ 1, assume that request j with a

service function chain SFCj has been admitted in G and its relia-

bility expectation is a given value ρ j . The reliability enhancement

for request j is achieved through redundant VNF instance place-

ments in cloudlets, the service reliability augmentation problem for

an admitted request j thus is to maximize its reliability through de-

ploying as many as secondary VNF instances of each VNF instance

in SFCj until its reliability expectation ρ j is reached, or reaching its
best possible reliability due to running out of computing resources

of G.
Assuming that request j has been admitted, and all VNF in-

stances of the functions in its SFCj have been placed, we term these

VNF instances as the primary VNF instances of the request. Notice
that the primary VNF instance usually is in active status and all

the secondary VNF instances of the primary VNF instances are in

idle statuses. The primary VNF instance communicates with its

secondary VNF instances at some pre-defined checking points to

update its execution image/status to its secondary VNF instances,

and we assume that such communication delay is negligible. To

reduce the response delay of such updating, the secondary VNF

instances usually are co-placed with its primary VNF instance ei-

ther in the same cloudlet v or in no more than l-hop cloudlets

in Nl (v) from the cloudlet v of its primary VNF instance, where

l = 1, 2, . . . , |V | − 1.

3.3 NP hardness of the defined problem
Theorem 3.1. The service reliability augmentation problem for

an admitted request with a SFC and a reliability expectation in an
MEC network G = (V ,E) is NP-hard.

Proof. We reduce the minimum-cost generalized assignment

problem (GAP) [16] to a special case of the service reliability aug-

mentation problemwhere the reliability expectation of each request

will not be considered. We term this special problem as Problem

P1 for simplicity.

We start with the definition of the minimum-cost GAP as follows.

Given n items a1,a2, . . . ,an andm bins, each item ai has size s(ai )
and each bin j has a capacity Bj . If item ai is packed to bin j, it
incurs a cost ci j > 0 with 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the problem is

to pack as many as items to them bins such that the total cost of

the packed items is minimized, subject to the capacity on each bin.

It is well known that the minimum-cost GAP is NP-hard [16].

We here reduce the minimum-cost GAP to Problem P1 as follows.
For the given n items, we assume that there is a request with a SFC

that consists of n network functions f1, f2, . . . , fn , where network
function fi corresponds to item ai with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We further

assume the cloudlets in G are indexed by 1, 2, . . . ,m withm = |V |,
and cloudlet j has a residual computing capacity Bj . Placing the

secondary VNF instances of fi to cloudlet j incurs a cost ci j , while
the total computing demand of the VNF instances of fi is s(ai ).
We assume that G is a complete graph, then any secondary VNF

instance of a primary VNF instance of fi can be placed to any
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cloudlet u, i.e., any VNF instance of fi can be placed to any cloudlet

in G if the cloudlet has sufficient computing resource for it. The

decision version of Problem P1 is to determine whether all VNF

instances of network functions in the SFC of the request can be

placed to them cloudlets while the total placement cost is minimized

(or equivalently, the reliability achieved of the request ismaximized),

subject to the computing capacity on each cloudlet. It can be seen

that if there is a solution to Problem P1, there is a solution to the

minimum-cost GAP. It is known that the minimum-cost GAP is

NP-hard, Problem P1 thus is NP-hard. Since Problem P1 is a special
case of the service reliability augmentation problem, the latter is

NP-hard, too. □ □

4 INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING
In this section, we first provide an initial admission framework

of a single request j with SFCj and reliability expectation ρ j . We

then formulate the service reliability augmentation problem as an

integer linear program (ILP).

4.1 An initial admission framework of a
request with an SFC requirement

We provide an initial admission framework of a single request j with
SFCj and reliability expectation ρ j , by instantiating its primary VNF

instances of network functions in SFCj to the cloudlets in G such

that the reliability of the admitted request is maximized. Such an

admission provides a basic reliability for the request. At this stage,

we do not consider instantiating any of secondary VNF instances

yet.

We adopt the similar technique in [15] for the admission of

request j. That is, we construct an auxiliary directed acyclic graph

(DAG) G j = (Nj ∪ {sj , tj },Aj ;ω), where Nj is the set of cloudlets

to host the primary VNF instances of network functions in SFCj ,

sj and tj are the source and destination cloudlets of data traffic of

request j respectively.Aj is the set of edges inG j from one cloudlet

to another cloudlet if there is a path between the two cloudlets inG .
Function ω : E 7→ [0, 1] is a reliability weight function on the edges

ofG j . A shortest path inG j then corresponds to a placement of the

primary VNF instances of SFCj for request j with the maximum

reliability, the details can be referred to the paper [15].

4.2 Reliability augmentation of an admitted
request

We consider the service reliability augmentation problem for an

admitted request j, where all the secondary VNF instances of each

primary VNF instance in SFCj must only be placed no more than

l-hops cloudlet of the cloudlet of the primary VNF instance. For the

sake of convenience, in the following we only focus on the case

where l = 1, the rest (with l > 1) is almost identical with the case

l = 1, and omitted.

Assume that the primary VNF instance of fi in SFCj is placed

in cloudlet v ∈ V . Let N1(v) = {u1,u2, . . . ,udv }, where dv is the

number of one-hop neighbor cloudlets of cloudlet v in G(V ,E)
with residual computing capacitiesC ′u1 ,C

′
u2 , . . . ,C

′
udv , respectively.

Assuming that cloudlet v is cloudlet u0, i.e., C
′
v = C ′u0 . Let ki,l =

⌊
C ′ul
c(fi )
⌋ with 0 ≤ l ≤ dv . For network function fi in SFCj , there

are at most dv + 1 bins with bin ul having the residual computing

capacityC ′ul and 0 ≤ l ≤ dv , there are at most Ki =
∑dv
l=0 ki,l items

of type fi with each representing one potential secondary VNF

instances of fi .
For each item ki of type fi with 1 ≤ ki ≤ Ki , assume that its

primary VNF instance is placed in cloudlet v , then the cost of item

ki placed at any cloudletu ∈ N
+
l (v) is c(fi ,ki ,u) = − log(R(fi ,ki )−

R(fi ,ki − 1)); otherwise, the cost c(fi ,ki ,u) of item ki placed to

cloudlet u is c(fi ,ki ,u) = M for any u < N+l (v), whereM is a suffi-

ciently large positive number, e.g.,M = 100 ∗max{c(fi ,ki ,u) | u ∈
Nl (v) ∪ {v}, 0 ≤ ki ≤ Ki , 1 ≤ i ≤ Lj }, the amount of the com-

puting resource consumed by item ki is c(fi ). Since there are Lj
different primary VNF instances for SFCj , there are Lj different
types of items.

We then reduce the service reliability augmentation problem for

an admitted request j with SFCj and reliability expectation ρ j to a
budgeted minimum cost generalized assignment problem (BMCGAP)

that is defined as follows.

Givenm bins indexed by 1, 2, . . . ,m with the bin capacity Bj of
bin j , and a set I of n items, each item Ii ∈ I has a positive cost ci j
with size si j if item Ii is packed to bin j, assume that the total cost

budget C is given, the problem is to pack as many as items in I to

them bins such that the total cost of packed items is minimized but

upper bounded by C , subject to the capacity on each bin.

4.3 Overview of the proposed algorithm
The reduction proceeds as follows. There are |V | bins with each

v ∈ V having the residual computing capacity of C ′v if C ′v , 0.

Let Ki (=
∑
u ∈N +l (v)

⌊
C ′u
c(fi )
⌋) be the maximum number of secondary

VNF instances of fi that can be placed in one or multiple cloudlets

u in N+l (v) if the cloudlets have sufficient computing resource to

accommodate the VNF instances, assuming that the primary VNF

instance of fi is in cloudlet v . Denote by Nf ,v the set of different

types of primary VNF instances of SFCj placed in cloudlet v .
For each network function fi in SFCj , there are Ki items of type

fi with the same computing resource demand c(fi ), they can be

placed to at most dv +1 bins under the assumption of the secondary

VNF instance placement, i.e., the bins in N+l (v) if fi ∈ Nf ,v . How-

ever, different items of type fi will incur different costs, i.e., item ki
of type fi will incur a cost c(fi ,ki ,u) defined in Eq. (3) if it is placed

to bin u ∈ N+l (v); otherwise, it will incur a cost c(fi ,ki ,u) = M ,

whereM is defined as a large positive value with 0 ≤ ki ≤ Ki and
1 ≤ i ≤ Lj . There are Lj different types of items.

c(fi ,k,u) = − log(R(fi ,k) − R(fi ,k − 1)), (3)

1 ≤ k ≤ Ki , u ∈ N
+
l (v), and fi ∈ Nf ,v ,

c(fi , 0,v) = − logR(fi , 0), if fi ∈ Nf ,v and v ∈ V , (4)

where R(fi , 0) = ri , and R(fi ,k) = 1 − (1 − ri )
k+1

.

The BMCGAP thus is to pack as many as items in I into the

|V | bins to minimize the total cost, subject to the cost budget C (=

− log ρ j ) and the residual computing capacity C ′v on each cloudlet

v ∈ V .
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4.4 Integer linear program formulation
In the following, we propose an ILP solution to the service reliability

augmentation problem for an admitted request j. By Ineq. (2), the

optimization objective is to

minimize

Lj∑
i=1
− logRi (5)

subject to: (6)

− logRi =

Ki∑
ki=0

c(fi ,ki ,u) · xi,ki ,u , (7)

fi ∈ Nf ,v , u ∈ N
+
l (v), and 1 ≤ i ≤ Lj∑

u ∈N +l (v)

xi,ki ,u ≤ 1, fi ∈ Nf ,v and 1 ≤ i ≤ Lj (8)

Lj∑
i=1

Ki∑
ki=0

c(fi ) · xi,ki ,u ≤ C ′u , u ∈ V and fi ∈ Nf ,v (9)

xi,ki ,u ∈ {0, 1}, (10)

xi,ki ,u = 0, if C ′u < c(fi ), (11)

xi,ki ,u = 0, if u ∈ V \ N+l (v)& fi ∈ Nf ,v , (12)

xi,ki ,u = 0, if c(fi ,ki ,u) = M, (13)

where Ri is the achieved reliability of network function fi ∈ SFCj
through placingmultiple VNF instances to different cloudlets, which

is defined in Eq. (1), and Ki is the number of secondary VNF of fi

with Ki =
∑
u ∈N +l (v)

⌊
C ′u
c(fi )
⌋, 1 ≤ i ≤ Lj and fi ∈ Nf ,v . Note that

when Ri becomes larger through placing more its VNF instances

into the network, the value of − logRi (> 0) becomes smaller and

0 < Ri ≤ 1. Variable xi,ki ,u is a binary variable, if it is 1, then, the

ki th secondary VNF instance of fi is placed to cloudlet u ∈ V .

Constraint (8) ensures that each item can be placed to no more

than one cloudlet. Constraint (9) ensures that different secondary

VNF instances at each cloudlet u is no more than its capacity. Con-

straint (11) ensures that none of any secondary VNF instance is

placed to a cloudlet without its demanded computing resource. Con-

straint (12) ensures that any secondary VNF instance of a primary

VNF instance placed in cloudlet v will not be placed to a cloudlet

withmore than l-hops from the cloudlet of its primary VNF instance.

Constraint (13) is equivalent to Constraint (11), which implies that

the VNF instance corresponding item ki of type fi cannot be placed
into cloudlet u.

4.5 Algorithm analysis
In the rest, we first show the property of the cost function c(·)
defined in (3) by the following lemma.We then analyze the property

of the exact solution of the ILP.

Lemma 4.1. For the defined cost function in Eq. (3), we have

(1) c(fi ,k,u) > 0, ∀k ≥ 0 and fi ∈ Nf ,u , (14)

(2) c(fi ,k
′, ∗) > c(fi ,k, ∗), if k ′ > k ≥ 1, fi ∈ Nf ,v ,

and ∗ is any cloudlet in N+l (v). (15)

Proof. When k = 0, c(fi , 0,u) = ri > 0.

Whenk ≥ 1,R(fi ,k) = 1−(1−ri )
k+1

andR(fi ,k−1) = 1−(1−ri )
k
,

we then have R(fi ,k) > R(fi ,k − 1) due to 0 < ri < 1 and

c(fi ,k,u) = − log(R(fi ,k) − R(fi ,k − 1)) > 0.

We now show that c(fi ,k
′, ∗) > c(fi ,k

′ − 1, ∗) as follows.

c(fi ,k
′, ∗) − c(fi ,k

′ − 1, ∗)

= − log(R(fi ,k
′) − R(fi ,k

′ − 1))

− (− log(R(fi ,k
′ − 1) − R(fi ,k

′ − 2)))

= log(R(fi ,k
′ − 1) − R(fi ,k

′ − 2))

− log(R(fi ,k
′) − R(fi ,k

′ − 1))

= log

1

(1 − ri )

> 0, since

1

1 − ri
> 1. (16)

By Ineq. (16), we have

c(fi ,k
′, ∗) > c(fi ,k

′ − 1, ∗) > . . . > c(fi ,k, ∗), if k
′ > k . (17)

The lemma then follows. □ □

Lemma 4.2. Given an exact solution to the ILP, we claim that if
xi,ki ,∗ = 1with ki is the largest value in the solution that is no greater
than Ki , then xi,k ′i ,∗ = 1 for any k ′i ≤ ki , where ∗ represents any
cloudlet u ∈ N+l (v) and fi ∈ Nf ,v .

Proof. We show the claim by contradiction. Assume that there

exists xi,ki ,u = 1 while xi,k ′i ,u
′ = 0 with k ′i < ki in the solution

with u ′ ∈ N+l (v). Following the cost definition and Lemma 4.1,

c(fi ,ki ,u) > c(fi ,k
′
i ,u
′) but both items k ′i and ki have the same size

c(fi ). Another better solution with a smaller cost can be obtained,

by replacing item ki with item k ′i . This contradicts the fact that the
solution obtained by the ILP is the optimal one with the minimum

cost. The lemma then follows. □ □

5 RANDOMIZED ALGORITHM
In this section, we devise a randomized algorithm for the service

reliability augmentation problem based on the ILP formulation.

5.1 Randomized algorithm description
Following the random rounding technique [19], we first relax the

ILP to a Linear Program (LP), and an optimal solution for the LP

can be obtained in polynomial time. We then round the fractional

solution of the LP with probability to a 0/1 integer solution. We

finally show that the 0/1 integer solution is very likely to be a

feasible solution of the ILP with high probability.

The detailed randomized algorithm, Algorithm 1, for the service
reliability augmentation problem of an admitted request j is given
as follows.

5.2 Algorithm analysis
The rest is to analyze the approximation ratio of Algorithm 1 and

the computing resource violation on each cloudlet. We start with

the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. (Chernoff bounds) Given n independent variables
x1,x2, . . . ,xn , where xi ∈ [0, 1]. Let µ = E[

∑n
i=1 xi ]. Then,
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Algorithm 1: A randomized algorithm for the service reli-

ability augmentation problem

input :An MEC network G = (V ,E), and request j with
SFCj and reliability expectation ρ j , assuming that

the primary VNF instances of SFCj have been

placed into the cloudlets in G through invoking the

initial admission framework for request j.
output :Find a solution for the problem, where all the

secondary VNF instances of each primary VNF

instance will be placed to the cloudlets no more

than l-hops from the cloudlets of their primary

VNF instances to maximize the reliability of

request j until either reaching its reliability
expectation ρ j or as large as possible.

1 begin
2 if the reliability of the admission of request j,

Π
Lj
l=1rl ≥ ρ j then

3 EXIT;

4 Solve the relaxed version LP of ILP (5) in polynomial

time. Let ˜OPT be the optimal solution of the LP and

x̃i,ki ,u the value of each variable xi,ki ,u , where
x̃i,ki ,u ∈ [0, 1];

5 An integer solution x̂i,ki ,u can be obtained by the

randomized rounding approach in [19]. That is, x̂i,ki ,u
is set to 1 with probability of x̃i,ki ,u ; otherwise, x̂i,ki ,u
is set to 0; The choice is performed in an exclusive

manner, with Constraint (8): for each u,∀u ∈ N+l (v),
exactly one of the variables x̂i,ki ,u is set to one 1 and

the rest is set to 0. This random choice is made

independently for all such us;
6 A candidate integer solution Ŝ can be derived based on

x̂i,ki ,u , which will be a feasible solution to the ILP with

high probability.

(i) Upper Tail: Pr [
∑n
i=1 xi ≥ (1 + β)µ] ≤ e

−β2µ
2+β for all β > 0,

(ii) Lower Tail: Pr [
∑n
i=1 xi ≤ (1− β)µ] ≤ e

−β2µ
2 for all 0 < β < 1.

We then have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2. Given an MEC network G(V ,E) and an admitted
request j with SFCj and reliability expectation ρ j , there is a random-
ized algorithm, Algorithm 1, with high probability ofmin{1− 1

N , 1−
1

|V |2 }, for the service reliability augmentation problem. The expected

approximation ratio of the algorithm is (1/P∗)1−
2

Λ , and the computing
resource violation ratio at any cloudlet is no more than twice its capac-
ity provided that P∗ ≥ 1

N 3Λ/log e andminv ∈V {Cv } ≥ 6Λ lnV , where

N =
∑Lj
i=1 Ki ≤ ⌈

Lj ·Cmax ·dmax
cmin

⌉,Ki is the maximum potential num-
ber of secondary VNF instances for network function fi ∈ SFCj , Λ is
a constant strictly greater than 2, and P∗ is the optimal reliability of
request j in G.

Proof. We first analyze the approximation ratio of the random-

ized algorithm.We then show that the computing resource violation

at each cloudlet is no more than twice its computing capacity. De-

note by Λ a given value, which is defined as follows.

Λ = max{max{c(fi ,ki , ∗) | Iki ∈ I},max{C ′u | u ∈ V },

max{c(fi ) | fi ∈ SFCj },− log ρ j }. (18)

Let ˜OPT be the optimal solution of the linear program (LP).

Clearly, the value of ˜OPT is a lower bound on the value of the

optimal solution OPT of the ILP. Recall that x̃i,ki ,u are the values

of variables for the solution of the LP, which are within [0, 1].

Denote by yi,ki ,u a random variable derived from the random

variable xi,ki ,u , and the value of yi,ki ,u is
c(fi ,ki ,u)

Λ with proba-

bility x̃i,ki ,u . Thus, the value range of yi,ki ,u is within [0, 1] as
c(fi ,ki ,u)·x̃i,ki ,u

Λ ≤
c(fi ,ki ,u)·x̃i,ki ,u

maxIki
∈I {c(fi ,ki ,∗)}

≤ 1.

We treat the N (=
∑Lj
i=1 Ki ) random variables yi,ki ,u as indepen-

dent random variables with value ranges in [0, 1]. Then,

E[
∑
Iki ∈I

yi,ki ,u ] =
∑
Iki ∈I

c(fi ,ki ,u) · x̃i,ki ,u

Λ
=

˜OPT

Λ
. (19)

Let µ = E[
∑
Iki ∈I

c(fi ,ki ,u) · x̃i,ki ,u ] =
˜OPT . Following the

Chernoff bound in Lemma 5.1 (i), we have

Pr[
∑

Iki ∈I,fi ∈Nf ,v ,u ∈N +l (v)

c(fi ,ki ,u)xi,ki ,u ≥ (1 + β)OPT ]

≤Pr[
∑

Iki ∈I,fi ∈Nf ,v ,u ∈N +l (v)

c(fi ,ki ,u)xi,ki ,u ≥ (1 + β)
˜OPT ]

since ˜OPT ≤ OPT

=Pr[
∑

Iki ∈I,fi ∈Nf ,v ,u ∈N +l (v)

yi,ki ,u ≥ (1 + β)
˜OPT

Λ
]

≤exp(
−β2 · µ

2 + β
) for all β > 0. (20)

We then assume that

exp(
−β2 ·

µ
Λ

2 + β
) ≤

1

N
, (21)

β > 0. (22)

We set 0 < β ≤ 1, Ineq. (21) is transformed as follows.

exp(
−β2 · µ

3Λ
) ≤

1

N
, (23)

when N = |I | is sufficiently large, the solution of Ineq. (23) is

β ≥

√
3Λ lnN

µ
=

√
3Λ lnN

˜OPT
≥

√
3Λ lnN

OPT
. (24)

Since β ≤ 1, we must have OPT ≥ 3Λ lnN . Thus, the optimal

reliability P∗ of request j is at least P∗ ≥ 2
−OPT = ( 1

2
lnN )

3Λ =
1

N 3Λ/log e . The approximation ratio of the randomized algorithm,

Algorithm 1, then is no more than 1 + β = 2 with high probability

1 − 1

N =
1

c ′ |V | , in terms of the optimization objective (5), where

N ≤ ⌈Lj ·
Cmax ·dmax

cmin
⌉ ≤ ⌈Lj ·

Cmax
cmin

· |V |⌉ ≤ c ′ · |V | if Lj , Cmax ,

cmin and dmax are constants.
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From the approximate solution obtained for the optimization

objective (5), we now derive an approximate solution to the service

reliability augmentation problem as follows.

Let A be the value of the solution delivered by the randomized

algorithm, then A ≤ 2·OPT
Λ . Since the original problem is to maxi-

mize the reliability of request j, we have 2−OPT ≥ P∗, where P∗ is
the optimal reliability of the problem.

We then have

2
−A

P∗
≥

P∗
2

Λ

P∗
= P∗(

2

Λ−1) =
1

P∗(1−
2

Λ )
. (25)

We finally analyze the computing resource violation on each

cloudlet u ∈ V in the solution delivered by the randomized algo-

rithm. The analysis technique adopted is similar to the one for the

approximation ratio analysis of the algorithm.

Let zi,ki ,u be a random variable derived from the random vari-

able xi,ki ,u for each item Iki ∈ I and the value of zi,ki ,u be
c(fi )
Λ

with probability of x̃i,ki ,u if fi ∈ Nf ,v and u ∈ N+l (v). It can be

seen that there are N random variables zi,ki ,u for all Iki ∈ I, which
are assumed to be independent random variables with the value

ranges in [0, 1].

E[zi,ki ,u ] =
c(fi )·x̃i,ki ,u

Λ ≤
c(fi )

maxIki′
∈I {c(fi′ )}

≤ 1.

Let µ1 be the computing resource consumption of that all corre-

sponding items of the variables are packed to cloudlet u ∈ N+l (v)

among the N random variables zi,ki ,u ∀Iki ∈ I if fi ∈ Nf ,v and

u ∈ N+l (v). Then,

µ1 = E[
∑

Iki ∈I,fi ∈Nf ,v ,u ∈N +l (v)

zi,ki ,u ]

=
∑

Iki ∈I,fi ∈Nf ,v ,u ∈N +l (v)

c(fi ) · x̃i,ki ,u

Λ
=
C̃ ′u
Λ
, (26)

where C̃ ′u is the computing resource consumed at cloudlet u in the

solution of the LP, and C̃ ′u ≤ Cu .
Since there are |V | cloudlets, the probability of the computing

capacity violation of any of the cloudlets is

Pr[
∨
v ∈V

∑
Iki ∈I,fi ∈Nf ,v ,u ∈Nl (v)∪{v }

c(fi )xi,ki ,u ≥ (1 + β1)C
′
u ]

≤ Pr[
∨
v ∈V

∑
Iki ∈I,fi ∈Nf ,v ,u ∈N +l (v)

c(fi )xi,ki ,u ≥ (1 + β1)C̃
′
u ]

since C̃ ′u ≤ C ′u (27)

=
∑
v ∈V

Pr[
∑

Iki ∈I,fi ∈Nf ,v ,u ∈N +l (v)

zi,ki ,u ≥ (1 + β1)
C̃ ′u
Λ
]

≤ |V | · exp(−
β2
1
· µ1

2 + β1
), by the Chernoff bound. (28)

We set β1 ≤ 1, and let

exp(−
β2
1
· µ1

2 + β1
) ≤

1

|V |2
. (29)

Then, since C̃ ′u ≤ C ′u , we have

β1 ≥

√
6 ln |V |

µ1
=

√
6Λ ln |V |

C̃ ′u
≥

√
6Λ ln |V |

C ′u
. (30)

As β1 ≤ 1, we must have C ′u ≥ 6Λ ln |V |. To ensure that C ′u ≥
6Λ ln |V | for any cloudlet u ∈ V , we have min{C ′u | u ∈ V } ≥
6Λ ln |V |.

We then have

Pr[
∨
v ∈V

∑
Iki ∈I,fi ∈Nf ,v ,u ∈Nl (v)∪{v }

c(fi )xi,ki ,u ≥ (1 + β1)C
′
u ]

≤ Pr[
∨
v ∈V

∑
Iki ∈I,fi ∈Nf ,v ,u ∈N +l (v)

c(fi )xi,ki ,u ≥ (1 + β1)C̃
′
u ]

≤ |V | · exp(−
β2
1
· µ1

2 + β1
) by (29) (31)

≤ |V | ·
1

|V |2
=

1

|V |
. (32)

The theorem then follows. □ □

6 HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
As the service reliability augmentation problem is NP-hard, the pro-

posed ILP solution for it may only be applicable when the problem

size is small or moderate.While the proposed randomized algorithm

has a provable approximation ratio with high probability, it is at the

expense of moderate violations on computing resource capacities.

In this section, we propose an efficient heuristic algorithm for the

problem that delivers a feasible solution without any computing

capacity violations.

6.1 Overview of the algorithm
The basic idea is to augment the reliability of request j through
constructing a series of bipartite graphs G0,G1, . . . ,Gl . For each

bipartite graph Gl , find a minimum-cost maximum matching Ml
fromGl , which corresponds to a subset of secondary VNF instance

placement to their matched cloudlets without violating the com-

puting capacity of any cloudlet. This procedure continues until

either the total cost reaches the cost budget C , or no more com-

puting resource is available for further secondary VNF instance

placement.

6.2 Algorithm
Following the problem optimization objective, we aim to increase

the reliability of request j by placing as many secondary VNF in-

stances as possible to the cloudlets while minimizing their place-

ments, subject to the cost budgetC and computing resource capacity

on each cloudlet.

To this end, we construct a series of auxiliary bipartite graphs.

We start with graph G0 = (V ,I,E0; c) as follows. Each node v ∈ V
has a residual computing capacityC ′v , and I is the set of all possible

secondary VNF instances of VNFs in SFCj , i.e.,I = ∪
Lj
i=1∪

Ki
ki=0
{Iki },

there is an edge (u, Iki ) ∈ E0 inG0 between nodesu ∈ V and Iki ∈ I
with cost c(fi ,ki ,u) if fi ∈ Nf ,v , u ∈ N

+
l (v), and C

′
u ≥ c(fi ). The

detailed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2:Heuristic algorithm for the service reliability

augmentation problem

input :An MEC network G(V ,E) with residual computing

capacity C ′v and an admitted request j with the

primary VNF instances of its SFCj placed and

reliability expectation ρ j .
output :Augment the reliability of request j by placing all

the secondary VNF instances of each primary VNF

instance to the cloudlets no more than l-hops from
the primary VNF instance, subject to the residual

computing capacity on each cloudlet v ∈ V and the

total placement budget C = − log ρ j .

1 begin
2 if ΠLj

l=1ri ≥ ρ j then
3 the admission of request j meets its reliability

expectation ρ j ;

4 EXIT;

5 Construct the initial bipartite graph G0(V ,I,E0; c);

6 S ← ∅; /* the solution */

7 l ← 1; G1 ← G0; E1 ← E0;

8 while (c(S) < C and El , ∅) do
9 Find a minimum-cost maximum matchingMl in Gl ,

by the Hungarian algorithm;

10 S ← S ∪Ml ;

11 C ′v ← C ′v − c(fi ) if ∃(v, Iki ) ∈ Ml for each v ∈ V ;

12 l ← l + 1; I ← I \ {Iki | (v, Iki ) ∈ Ml };

13 Construct the next bipartite graph

Gl = (V
′,I,El ; c), where

V ′ = {v | v ∈ V and C ′v , 0}; El is the set of edges
between the nodes in V ′ and I, and an edge

(v, Iki ) ∈ El if fi ∈ Nf ,v and C ′v ≥ c(fi );

14 c(S) ←
∑
(v, Iki )∈S

c(fi ,ki ,v); /* the total cost of the

solution */

15 return Solution S .

6.3 Algorithm analysis
In the following, we first show that the solution delivered by Algorithm 2
is feasible. We then analyze its time complexity.

Lemma 6.1. For any function fi in SFCj of request j, assume that
its primary VNF instance is placed at cloudlet v , if there are K ′i items
of this type function that have been packed into cloudlets in N+l (v)

with 0 ≤ K ′i ≤ Ki , by Algorithm 2, then, these packedK ′i items must
be the top-K ′i smallest items in terms of the defined cost.

Proof. Assume that there is an item ki for fi which is placed in

a bin u ∈ N+l (v) that is not one of the first K
′
i smallest items of this

type. Let k ′i be one of the top-K
′
i smallest items, i.e., k ′i ≤ K ′i while

ki > K ′i . We replace item ki by item k ′i into bin u of item ki , there
does not incur any change in terms of the amounts of computing

resource consumption for either of them. However, the amount of

cost reduced by this replacement is c(fi ,ki ,v) − c(fi ,k
′
i ,v) > 0 by

Lemma 4.1, as ki > k ′i . The lemma then follows. □ □

Theorem 6.2. Given an MEC network G(V ,E) and an admitted
request j with SFCj and reliability expectation ρ j , each cloudletv ∈ V
has residual computing capacity C ′v . There is an efficient algorithm,
Algorithm 2, for the service reliability augmentation problem for the
admitted request j, under the assumption that all the secondary VNF
instances of each primary VNF instance in SFCj must be placed into
the cloudlets no more than l-hops from the cloudlet of the primary
VNF instance, where l is a fixed integer with 1 ≤ l ≤ |V | − 1. The
the time complexity of Algorithm 2 isO((N 3 + |V |3) · log dmin

dmin+1
N ),

where N = ⌈
∑Lj
i=1 Ki ⌉ ≤ ⌈

Lj ·Cmax ·dmax
cmin

⌉, dmin = min{dv | v ∈

V }, dmax = max{dv | v ∈ V }, Cmax = maxv ∈V {Cv }, cmin =

min{c(fi ) | fi ∈ SFCj }, and Lj = |SFCj |.

Proof. We first show that the solution is feasible, That is, there

is sufficient computing resource for each packed item (a secondary

VNF instance) of type fi to be instantiated, and none of the residual
computing capacity on any cloudlet will be violated.

Following Algorithm 2, an item of type fi is packed to a bin if

the bin has residual computing capacity no less than its computing

resource demand c(fi ), i.e., the second VNF instance of fi can be in-

stantiated in the cloudlet. Furthermore, we claim that no secondary

VNF instance of fi will be placed to a cloudlet v
′ < V \N+l (v). Oth-

erwise, even if there is such a placement, the cost by the placement

isM , which is a very large number, in spite of it does consume the

amount c(fi ) of computing resource of cloudlet v ′. We can remove

this placement as it can reduce the total cost and save the amount

of c(fi ) computing resource in cloudlet v ′. It is also noted that the

total computing resource consumption of all packed items in any

bin is no more than its capacity, which is implemented by the max-

imum matchingMl with l ≥ 1, following the proposed algorithm,

i.e., if there is a matched edge in Gl , then the corresponding VNF

instance can be placed to that cloudlet following the edge construc-

tion. Following Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 6.1, the solution obtained is

feasible.

We then analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 2 as follows.

Let N =
∑Lj
i=1 Ki . The formulation of the BMCGAP takes O(Lj ·

Cmax · dmax /cmin · |V |) time, because there are Lj = |SFCj | types

of items and

∑Lj
i=1 Ki ≤ ⌈Lj ·Cmax /cmin ·maxv ∈V {|Nl (v)|+ 1}⌉ =

O(Lj ·
Cmax
cmin

· dmax ) items. Finding a minimum-cost maximum

matching inGl takesO(N
3 + |V |3 +N 2 · |V | + |V |2 ·N ) time by the

Hungarian algorithm, as Gl contains N + |V | nodes.
We claim that the number l of iterations in Algorithm 2 is

O(log dmin
dmin+1

|I |), which is shown as follows. If an item is not

matched in Gl at iteration l , then all of its neighbors in Gl will

be matched by other items. Therefore, within each iteration, at

most O( |I |

dmin+1
) items among |I | items are not matched, where

dpmin is the minimum degree of nodes in Gl . Thus, there are

O(log dmin
dmin+1

|I |) iterations of the proposed algorithm.

Algorithm 2 for the BMCGAP thus takesO(l ·N 3 + l · |V |3) time,

where O(l · N 3 + l · |V |3) = O(log dmin
dmin+1

|I | · (
Lj ·Cmax ·dmax

cmin
)3 +

log dmin
dmin+1

|I | · |V |3) = O((N 3 + |V |3) · log dmin
dmin+1

N ). This is due to

the fact that there are no more than N items to be packed to the |V |
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bins, where N = |I | ≤ ⌈
Lj ·Cmax ·dmax

cmin
⌉,Cmax = max{Cv | v ∈ V },

cmin = min{c(fi ) | fi ∈ SFCj },Lj = |SFCj |,dmin = minv ∈V {|Nl (v)|}
and dmax = maxv ∈V {|Nl (v)|}. In practice, the number of VNF in-

stance backups of each network function is constant, and the values

ofCmax , cmin , |SFCj |,dmin anddmax usually are constants as well.

Thus, the running time of Algorithm 2 is O(|V |3).
Although we only consider that the secondary VNF instances

of each primary VNF instance can be placed no more than one-

hop neighbor cloudlets from the cloudlet of the primary one, the

proposed algorithm is also applicable to the l-hop neighbors of

cloudletv with any fixed l and 2 ≤ l ≤ |V | − 1 directly, the theorem
thus follows. □ □

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algo-

rithms for the service reliability augmentation problem. We also

investigate the impact of parameters on the performance of the

proposed algorithms.

7.1 Experiment settings
We consider an MEC network G = (V ,E) that consists of 100 APs,
in which the number of cloudlets is 10% of the network size, and

the cloudlets are randomly co-located with some of the APs. Each

network topology is generated using the widely adopted approach

due to GT-ITM [4]. The computing capacity of each cloudlet ranges

from 4,000 to 8,000 MHz [10]. The number |F | of different types

of network functions is set at 30. The computing resource demand

of each network function is set from 200MHz to 400MHz [2]. For
each generated request j, the length |SFCj | of its service function

chain SFCj is set between 3 and 10, and each network function

is randomly drawn from the |F | types. Each VNF instance in the

primary SFC deployed randomly into cloudlets. We assume that its

secondary VNF instances can be placed in cloudlets no more than

one hop from the primary VNF instance, i.e., l = 1. The running

time of an algorithm is obtained on a machine with 3.4GHz Intel i7

Quad-core CPU and 16GB RAM. Unless otherwise specified, these

parameters will be adopted in the default setting.

In the following, we evaluate the proposed algorithms, ILP,

Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. For simplicity, we refer to Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2 as Randomized, and Heuristic, respectively. For
each request with a given length of SFC, 1,000 requests with the

same SFC length of the request are randomly generated for each

set of experiments. Each value in figures is the mean of the results

of these 1,000 trials.

7.2 Performance evaluation
We first evaluate the performance of algorithms Randomized and
Heuristic against the exact solution delivered by the ILP for the

service reliability augmentation problem, by varying the SFC length

of a request from 2 to 20, while fixing the residual computing ca-

pacity of each cloudlet at 25%, and the reliability ri of each network

function fi in the SFC is randomly drawn between 0.8 and 0.9. Fig. 1

illustrates the achieved service function chain reliability, the run-

ning times of the three mentioned algorithms, and the ratio of the

cloudlet computing capacity usage for algorithm Randomized. It can
be seen from Fig. 1(a) that algorithms Randomized and Heuristic

can achieve a near optimal service function chain reliability, i.e., the

reliabilities delivered by algorithms Randomized and Heuristic
are no less than 97.82% and 96.03% of the optimal one, respectively.

Notice that, the reliability delivered by algorithm Randomized in
some cases is higher than that by ILP, due to allowing violating re-

source capacity constraints. This has been demonstrated in Fig. 1(b).

Fig. 1(b) depicts the average, the minimum, and the maximum com-

puting capacity usage ratio by algorithm Randomized. Fig. 1(c)
plots the running time curves of the three mentioned algorithms. It

can be seen that the running times of algorithms Randomized and

Heuristic are much less than that of ILP, while their solutions are

almost comparable to the exact one by the ILP. With the increase

on the problem size, the running time of the ILP grows rapidly,

and the running time gap between the ILP and the other two algo-

rithms becomes larger and larger. It must be mentioned that the

running time of algorithm Heuristic is the least one among the

three comparison algorithms for all cases.

We then study the performance of the three mentioned algo-

rithms, by varying the reliability of each network function from 0.6

to 0.9 while keeping other parameters not been changed. Specifi-

cally, the reliability of a network function is drawn from intervals

[0.55 0.65), [0.65 0.75), [0.75 0.85), and [0.85 0.95], respectively. The

results delivered by different algorithm are shown in Fig. 2. It can

be seen from Fig. 2(a) that when the network function reliability of

each VNF instance increases, the reliability of the service function

chain reliability increases at the same time, and the performance

gap between the three algorithms becomes smaller. For example,

when the average network function reliability is 0.6, algorithm

Randomized achieves a service function chain reliability 2.03% less

than that by the ILP, and when the average network function re-

liability is 0.8, algorithm Randomized achieves a service function
chain reliability 0.79% less than that by the ILP. Similar perfor-

mance can be observed for algorithm Heuristic as well. Notice

that the service function chain reliability achieved by algorithm

Randomized can be higher than that by the ILP due to possible

computing resource violation, which is demonstrated in Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 2(c) plots the running time curves of the three algorithms,

where algorithm ILP takes the longest running time, and algorithm

Heuristic takes the least running time.

We finally evaluate the performance of the three mentioned al-

gorithms, by varying the ratio of residual computing capacity of

cloudlets to its capacity, while keeping the other parameters un-

changed. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the service function chain reliability

achieved by different algorithms. It can be seen that when the net-

work has a relatively abundant computing resource, i.e., when there

are 50% or 100% of residual computing capacities of each cloudlet,

algorithms Randomized and Heuristic can achieve nearly optimal

reliability for each request. However, when the residual computing

resource in the network becomes less and less, the service function

chain reliability decreases. For example, when the network has

50% the residual computing capacity per cloudlet, the three com-

parison algorithms ILP, Randomized, and Heuristic can deliver

solutions with service function chain reliabilities by 98.30%, 97.12%,

and 96.42%, respectively; when the computing resource is seriously

shortage in network wide, i.e., when there is 1/16 of the residual

computing capacity per cloudlet, the service function chain relia-

bilities achieved by the three algorithms are 66.07%, 62.90%, and
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Figure 1: Performance of algorithms ILP, Randomized, and Heuristic, by varying the SFC length of a request from 2 to 20.
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Figure 2: Performance of algorithms ILP, Randomized, and Heuristic, by varying the network function reliability from 0.6 to
0.9.
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Figure 3: Performance of algorithms ILP, Randomized, and Heuristic by varying the residual computing capacity of each
cloudlet from 1/16 to 1.

60.19%, respectively. The reason behind this is that the amounts of

available computing resource in the network determine the number

of secondary VNF instances of each primary VNF instance can be

instantiated. Fig. 3(b) depicts the computing capacity usage ratio

by algorithm Randomized, and Fig. 3(c) depicts the running time

curves of the three algorithms, from which we can see that with
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the increase on the residual computing capacity, more secondary

VNF instances can be instantiated, and the running times of all

the three algorithms increase. Similarly, algorithm ILP takes the

longest running time while algorithm Heuristic takes the least

running time.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied a novel reliability augmentation problem

for an admitted request with a service function chain and relia-

bility expectation requirements in an MEC network. We enhance

the service reliability of the request through placing redundant

VNF instances into the cloudlets. We first showed that the prob-

lem is NP-hard. We then proposed an integer linear program so-

lution and a randomized algorithm with a good approximation

ratio through linear relaxation of the ILP for the problem under the

assumption that all the secondary VNF instances must be placed

into the cloudlets no more than l hops from the cloudlets of their

primary VNF instances. Also, we devised an efficient heuristic algo-

rithm for the problem through reducing the problem to a series of

minimum-cost maximum matching problems. We finally evaluated

the performance of the proposed algorithms through experimental

simulations. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed

algorithms are promising, and their empirical results are superior

to their analytical counterparts.
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